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Abstract Sea ice is a deﬁning feature of the polar marine environment. It is a critical domain for marine
biota and it regulates ocean-atmosphere exchange, including the exchange of greenhouse gases such as
CO2 and CH4. In this study, we determined the rates and pathways that govern gas transport through a
mixed sea ice cover. N2O, SF6, 3He, 4He, and Ne were used as gas tracers of the exchange processes that
take place at the ice-water and air-water interfaces in a laboratory sea ice experiment. Observation of the
changes in gas concentrations during freezing revealed that He is indeed more soluble in ice than in water;
Ne is less soluble in ice, and the larger gases (N2O and SF6) are mostly excluded during the freezing process.
Model estimates of gas diffusion through ice were calibrated using measurements of bulk gas content in ice
cores, yielding gas transfer velocity through ice (kice) of 5 3 1024 m d21. In comparison, the effective airsea gas transfer velocities (keff) ranged up to 0.33 m d21 providing further evidence that very little mixed-layer
ventilation takes place via gas diffusion through columnar sea ice. However, this ventilation is distinct from
air-ice gas ﬂuxes driven by sea ice biogeochemistry. The magnitude of keff showed a clear increasing trend
with wind speed and current velocity beneath the ice, as well as the combination of the two. This result indicates that gas transfer cannot be uniquely predicted by wind speed alone in the presence of sea ice.
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1. Introduction
Sea ice production, transport, and melt occur in regions of the surface ocean where upwelling and downwelling of water from the abyssal ocean take place. Our understanding of sea ice processes indicates that ice
formation and physical chemistry may play a role in setting the properties of these abyssal water masses
[Rysgaard et al., 2007; Tamura et al., 2008], and possibly in the large-scale air-sea exchange of climatic gases
such as CO2 [Stephens and Keeling, 2000; Hain et al., 2010]. In addition to its impact on air-sea exchange, sea
ice itself may be an important annual sink of CO2 [Delille et al., 2014]. To quantify the hierarchy of processes
that take place in the sea ice zone, we need to understand how sea ice affects gases in the ocean beneath
ice, and how sea ice processes can lead to air-sea gas exchange [Loose et al., 2014].
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The ﬂux of gas at the air-sea interface can be described as the product of a kinetic rate constant and the
concentration differential (DC) across the interface: F5kDC, where k is the rate constant or gas transfer
velocity. The most common approaches to estimating k utilize a quadratic relationship with wind speed
[e.g., Wanninkhof, 1992] that was determined for the coastal and open ocean with mature wave ﬁelds. In
sea ice covered regions, this wind speed-derived estimate of k has typically been scaled to the fraction of
open water (f) [Stephens and Keeling, 2000; Arrigo and van Dijken, 2007; Takahashi et al., 2009]. However, this
approach, while simple and logical, is not based upon ﬁeld or model estimates of k in sea ice and there is
evidence that it is not a good representation of the real dynamics in these regions. In fact, the relationship
between wind speed and turbulence may diminish as fetch is reduced while other processes such as current shear between the water and ice may dominate [McPhee, 1992]. Sea ice can be permeable to gases
[Gosink et al., 1976; Golden, 2001] so that ventilation from sea ice covered waters can be a result of transport
through the ice (kice) or open water (k). Sea ice cover has spatial structure (e.g., ﬂoes, leads, and ridges)
down to the scale of meters, yet most of the available sea ice data products can only resolve ice cover on
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the scale of tens of kilometers. Consequently, it is necessary to work with a homogenized version of the gas
transfer velocity where we resolve the bulk rate of transfer averaged over a given spatial scale [Loose et al.,
2014],
keff 5ð12f Þkice 1ðf Þk

(1)

Here (1 2 f) is the fraction of sea ice covered water and keff represents the effective gas transfer velocity.
Methods using tracers to determine ocean/atmosphere gas ﬂuxes, such as the radon deﬁcit method
[Rutgers Van Der Loeff et al., 2014], the dual tracer method [Ho et al., 2011], or tracer mass balance (used
here) estimate keff while those using covariance ﬂux or the gradient ﬂux method approximate k or kice as
they average over smaller time and space scales.
Presently, we can build on a small but important collection of estimates of k and keff from ice-covered
regions. The picture that emerges from these data is not entirely coherent. The study by Fanning and Torres
[1991] has frequently been used as a reference, primarily because it has been the only available estimate of
keff for almost 20 years. The estimates of Fanning and Torres using the 222Rn deﬁcit method in the Barents
Sea yielded values of keff ranging from 1.4 to 6.2 m d21 in greater than 50% ice cover (here we have normalized these values of keff to a Schmidt number of 600, where the Schmidt number is the ratio of water viscosity to molecular diffusivity). Subsequently, Loose and Schlosser [2011] published estimates of keff using
salinity, 3He and CFC-11 budgets from the drifting Ice Station Weddell (January–June 1992). Their estimate
yielded an average of keff of 0.11 m d21 for almost 100% ice cover. This value would seem to indicate that
exchange continues to occur in the limiting sea ice condition, suggesting that the ice pack is not completely
closed. Recently, Rutgers van der Loeff et al. [2014] used the radon deﬁcit method to measure gas transfer
velocities at both ice-covered and ice-free stations in the Arctic Ocean. At ice-covered stations, they
observed no detectable radon deﬁcit. This study reﬂects some of the challenges to making gas transfer
velocity measurements in ice-covered regions. During the course of that study, cold conditions led to active
ice formation during much of the study. Ice formation may also have led to mixed-layer deepening and
entrainment of excess radon. Nevertheless, two radon proﬁles were obtained for ice covers that were
approximately 80% and at these stations they observed keff of 0.1 and 0.56 m d21, also indicating measurable air-sea exchange. Collectively, the estimates by Loose and Schlosser and Rutgers van der Loeff et al.
[2014] indicate nonnegligible gas exchange takes place above 50% ice cover, but they are much smaller values for keff than the study by Fanning and Torres [1991].
In addition to air-sea exchange, the absorption capacity of the sea ice microstructure for gases has to be
understood to close the mass balance. Gosink et al. [1976] found that sea ice is permeable to gases at all
temperatures, especially above 2108C, and they report diffusivities ranging from D 5 1027 to 1025 cm2 s21.
Loose et al. [2011] measured the diffusivity of SF6 and O2 across sea ice in different laboratory conditions.
They report higher values for D in the range of 1024 to 1025 cm2 s21. This wide range of diffusivities (1027
to 1024 cm2 s21) may reﬂect the complex processes that take place within sea ice, including the large temperature dependence of sea ice porosity [Golden, 2001] and bubble processes, which can nucleate as free
gas or redissolve within sea ice as temperatures change, advect within brine channels, and rise vertically
due to buoyancy [Moreau et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2013; Crabeck et al., 2014].
Here we will explore the ﬂux of gases across the ice-water interface, as well as within sea ice. We interpret
individual estimates of keff and kice from dissolved gas budgets, in terms of sea ice and ice-adjacent processes—namely brine drainage and ice melt, but also solute rejection during freezing and the solubility of
gas within the ice crystal lattice. Our study was performed in a large-scale laboratory experiment in which
the fraction of open water, water current, wind speed, and air-water temperature gradient are controlled.
Values for D, the bulk gas diffusivity, are determined using numerical methods, which then allow us to
determine k, keff, and kice. The experimental setup has been designed to examine ice-water and air-water
transfer rates. These results cannot easily be used to make inferences about air-ice ﬂuxes because, unlike
natural sea ice, we expect no signiﬁcant authigenic production/consumption of biogenic gases such as O2,
CO2, CH4, or DMS. Therefore, the boundary conditions driving air-ice gas ﬂuxes in natural sea ice are entirely
distinct from the conditions in this experimental setup.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the CRREL test basin during the GAPS experiment. (a) A plan view of the test basin. The light blue stippled pattern indicates ice covered throughout the experiment. (b) A
section view of the test basin. The pink stippling indicates the increase in ice cover from the long to the short lead experiment. (c) View looking west across the test basin. The black arrows indicate ﬂow direction. (d) View looking east across the test basin. The end of the wind tunnel is seen on the right. Arrow represents the direction of ﬂow of the water beneath the ice.

2. Methods
2.1. Experiment Setup and Analytical Measurements
The GAPS (Gas Transfer through Polar Sea ice) experiment was conducted in the Ice Engineering Test Basin
at the US Army Corp of Engineers Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab (CRREL) at Hanover, NH. This
is a 36 3 9 3 3 m pool located in a temperature-controlled room that can reach temperatures as low as
2298C. Along one side, a 20 3 2 m wind tunnel was constructed containing a steel belt-drive ducted fan
with a maximum rated ﬂow of 430 m3 min21 that blew air through a ﬂow straightener and along the water
surface through the length of the wind tunnel. Four submersible impeller pumps powered by 1=2 HP 460 V
three-phase motors produced a maximum water ﬂow rate of 7 m3 min21. The pumps were placed at the
western end of the tunnel to circulate the water through the test basin in the same direction as the wind
(Figure 1). The fan and pumps were run on separate variable frequency drives and could be set to run at
any frequency between 0 and 60 Hz, which has the effect of modulating their speed.
Measurement of the wind speed inside the tunnel was carried out using Vaisala WS425 and WMT700 anemometers, both of which were suspended over the test basin from the roof of the wind tunnel. The height
of the wind tunnel as 76 cm, and wind speed was measured vertically at two or more heights above the
water surface by moving one anemometer vertically. The second anemometer remained stationary to measure wind speed always in the same location. The wind speed proﬁle was used to estimate the drag coefﬁcient (Cd), assuming a log linear relationship between wind speed and height above the water surface.
Using Cd and the measured wind speed inside the wind tunnel, we subsequently calculated the 10 m wind
speed (U10), using the method described by Mesarchaki et al. [2014] (Table 1). Three Nortek Aquadopp Proﬁlers, instruments for measuring three-dimensional velocity, were placed in the channel 0.85 m off the bottom (1.05 m below the water surface) looking upward at the water surface, which was intermittently ice
covered. Each sampled at 2 Hz for a 20 min period every hour over which the proﬁles were averaged. Outside the wind tunnel, there is no mechanically induced air circulation within the test basin, so that only the
ice surface inside the wind tunnel is being impacted by wind.
A CTD was mounted in the test basin to track salinity and temperature changes within the basin and an
array of thermistor sensors was deployed along the outer edge of the wind tunnel ranging from 10 cm
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Table 1. Forcing Scenarios Conducted During the GAPS Experiment at CRREL and the Results of Eacha
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a

f

Ice Thickness
(cm)

Ice Salinity,
Si (psu)

Pump
Speed (Hz)

Fan
Speed (Hz)

Water
Velocity (m s21)

U10
(m s21)

kice
(m d21)

Mean
keff (m d21)

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.04
0.04
0.04

8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
18.5
19
17

6.9
6.5
6.5
6.0
6.4
6.2
5.7

60
20
5
5
60
5
40

0
0
60
20
0
60
60

0.145
0.045
0.015
0.017
0.156
0.0253
0.120

0.18
0.88
5.69
1.97
4.15
6.50
4.10

8.92E-4
8.92E-4
8.92E-4
8.92E-4
4.93E-4
4.93E-4
4.93E-4

0.26
0.13
0.33
0.00
0.11
0.03
0.31

Long lead experiments are those with an open water fraction of f 5 0.09, and the short lead experiments are those with f 5 0.04.

above the target ice surface to 60 cm below this point. The test basin was ﬁlled with fresh water and
20 metric tons of 98% pure NaCl was mixed with the water to obtain a salinity of close to that of surface
water in polar regions. Air was bubbled into the water to help dissolve the salt and the conductivity sensor
on the CTD was used to check the salinity against that calculated to make sure all of the salt dissolved. Salt
dissolution and brine drainage from the ice during freezing combined to bring the salinity to approximately
27.5 practical salinity unit (psu) when the experiment began (day 2 in Figure 2).
SF6, N2O, 3He, and CO2 were added to the tank using two approaches, depending on the objectives for the tracer.
A timeline of the experimental sequence can be found in Figure 3. CO2 was used to measure gradient ﬂuxes of
gas in the wind tunnel above the water, but not for mass balance calculations as with the other tracers. The gradient ﬂux method requires a very high water concentration of CO2, which could only be achieve by bubbling with
diffusion stones before the surface of the test basin was frozen. Bubbling with CO2 continued until the concentration reached 1.07 mol m23 (15,000 ppmv) (Figure 4). The results of the gradient ﬂux wind tunnel experiments
will be reported in a separate contribution. The test basin was then frozen to an ice thickness of 8.5 cm.
After freezing, the remaining gas tracers were added: a total of 8.21 mol N2O and 2.23 3 1024 mol SF6 were
diffused into a gas-tight 500 gal. (1.9 m3) tank and, at the completion of freezing (day 2.5), this water was
added to the test basin. On day 3.5, 1.83 3 1026 mol of 3He was added (Figure 4). In this way, SF6, N2O, and
3
He were added to the test basin without introducing tracer into the ice matrix itself and without producing
bubbles that would be trapped beneath the ice. If minimal gas tracer ends up in the ice, it is less complicated to account for exchanges between the ice and the water. During each addition, the water pumps

Figure 2. Air and water temperature as well as salinity of the test basin throughout the GAPS experiment. The red line indicates the freezing point temperature at 28.5 psu (21.548C). Daynumber 5 0 corresponds to the day that the lead experiments began; the negative days
numbering corresponds to the ice ﬂoe experiments not described in this manuscript.
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Figure 3. A timeline for the GAPS experiment, showing the daynumber time base, where 0 corresponds to the beginning of the lead
experiments, which are the subject of this manuscript. The upper axis depicts the 2012 day of year for each event. The experimental setup
in Scenarios 1–7 is detailed in Table 1.

were set to their maximum speed to mix the gases through the entire test basin. When the pumps ran at
maximum, the mixing time scale of the tank was much faster than the gas exchange time scale, ensuring
that the boundary conditions for gas exchange were horizontally homogeneous. This can be demonstrated
by considering that at the vertically averaged ﬂow velocity of 0.15 m s21, the tank volume (714 m3) was
recycled through the pumps in approximately 20 min. The rapid mixing of the tank can also be observed in
the time series of CO2 addition to the test basin. The unsmoothed pCO2, sampled every 2 s, shows that as
CO2-rich water from the 500 gal. tank drains into the test basin, it is rapidly mixed to produce a homogeneous concentration (Figure 5). If inhomogeneities existed, variations between the baseline concentration
(e.g., 0.07 mol m23) and the plateau concentration (e.g., 0.18 mol m23) would have been observed. Instead,
the concentration increased monotonically by 157% in less than 3 h.
Multiple scenarios of varying pump and wind speed were run (Table 1). Scenarios 1–4 were performed with
a 16 m opening inside the wind tunnel; these are the ‘‘long lead scenarios’’ when ice covered 91% of
the test basin surface. A second freezing event began on day 17 to shorten the lead to 5 m, or 96% overall
ice cover. Ice thickness
increased to 18.5 cm, while
salinity increased from 27.75
to 28.7 psu (Figure 2). CO2
was again bubbled directly
into the test basin before
freezing, producing an initial
concentration
of
1.07 mol m23. Three additional forcing scenarios were
completed. Gas exchange was
induced by the production of
turbulence from the pumps or
fan (Table 1). These are the
‘‘short lead scenarios.’’

Figure 4. Concentration of the four gas tracers (3He, N2O, SF6, and CO2) in the test basin. The
rate of decrease varies depending on the conditions present in the test basin. CO2 data were
not used for mass balance calculations due to uncertainties regarding the carbonate system in
the test basin.
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pump was installed in the test basin
channel (Figure 1) 145 cm off the bottom (45 cm below the water surface).
Vinyl tubing was attached to the pump
to create a continuous ﬂow loop that
ran from the test basin into the
adjacent laboratory and back to the
basin. A three-way valve setup in
the lab allowed water samples to be
collected for N2O, SF6, 3He, and DIC/
alkalinity analysis.
To measure N2O and SF6, 20 mL water
samples were collected in 50 mL
ground glass syringes for analysis via
the headspace method. Approximately
30 mL of nitrogen was added to each
Figure 5. A time series of CO2 addition to the test basin in preparation for a gas
syringe before samples were equilievasion experiment. The pCO2 is measured every 2 s using a membrane contactor
brated to room temperature and
and Licor LI-840. As CO2-rich water from the 500 gal. tank is gradually added to the
test basin, the water is rapidly mixed to produce a homogeneous concentration.
shaken for 10 min to achieve solubility
equilibrium [Wanninkhof et al., 1987].
The gaseous samples were injected into an SRI-8610C Gas Chromatograph with an Electron Capture Detector (GC-ECD). The concentrations of tracer in the test basin water (Cw) could then be determined using the
equilibrium solubility and ideal gas behavior in the syringe,


P Va
(2)
Cw 5X H1
RT Vw
where X is the partial gas pressure, determined by multiplying the measured peak area by the predetermined calibration factor, H is Henry’s equilibrium solubility constant, P is atmospheric pressure, R is the ideal
gas constant, T is temperature, Va is the volume of gas in the syringe, and Vw is the volume of water in the
syringe. Equilibrium solubility and gas saturation state were determined using the empirical gas solubility
relationships described in Bullister et al. [2002] (SF6), Weiss [1974] (CO2), Weiss and Price [1980] (N2O), and
Weiss [1971] (He and Ne).
Samples for 3He analysis
were taken in copper tubes
and analyzed at the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory
of Columbia University on
a dedicated VG5400 massspectrometer (3He and 4He)
and a Pfeiffer PrismaPlus quadrupole mass-spectrometer
(Ne). The measured concentrations of the tracer gases
throughout the experiment
are shown in Figures 4 and 6.

Figure 6. Concentration of 4He and Ne in the test basin during the experiment. Both gases
entered the tank as a result of bubbling the water with air when dissolving the salt. Ne concentration increases as it is rejected from the ice during freezing. 4He is also rejected from the
ice but its concentration decreases as it is also escaping through the air-water interface at a
rate much fast than Ne due to its greater supersaturation and smaller size.
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Figure 7. Contour plot of thermistor string temperature that was embedded in the ice. The white dashed line indicates the air/ice interface
and the solid white line indicates the ice/water interface as measured by the sonar altimeter. Temperature measurements were taken
every 5 min.

monitor DIC and alkalinity in the test basin. Respiration in these samples was inactivated with mercuric chloride and samples were stored in sealed jars for analysis at the University of Rhode Island.
Air samples taken in the cold room were analyzed for SF6 and N2O using the GC-ECD and the air-water concentration differentials at equilibrium (Ca) were determined in mol m23 using
Ca 5XH

(3)

Two ice cores were collected daily to observe ice thickness, and the accumulation of SF6 and N2O in the ice
through diffusion. One core was melted in an airtight container with a pure N2 atmosphere for later headspace analysis [Loose et al., 2009]. Cores were 7.6 cm in diameter, and total ice volume for gas analysis
ranged between 122 and 275 mL. Once the core was melted, the container was shaken to achieve solubility
equilibrium and analyzed with the GC-ECD using the headspace method [Wanninkhof et al., 1987]. Ice thickness and water depth were monitored using an upward-looking Benthos PSA-916 sonar altimeter mounted
on the bottom of the test basin. A second core was taken each day for ice crystal structure analysis, which
was carried out on-site at CRREL.
A thermistor string collected temperature data at 1 cm (5 cm at the very top and bottom) intervals along a
65 cm depth range that extended from the air, through the ice into the water (Figure 7). However, the data
logger recording ice temperature stopped recording and this was not discovered until day 15, resulting in
no ice temperature data from days 0 to 15. A handheld salinometer was also used daily to check the water
column for stratiﬁcation.
2.3. Data Interpretation
The mass balance of an inert gas tracer was used to infer gas ﬂux from the water to the air and to the ice.
Over short time intervals (i.e., days), the gas tracer mass balance in the tank was determined by
dM
5Fice 1Fair
dt

(4)

dM
dt

is the change in tracer mass in the test basin through time, Fice is the ﬂux of tracer from the water to the
ice, and Fair is the ﬂux of tracer from the water to the air. This equation states that there are no internal sources or sinks for the gas tracers and the only loss terms are the gas ﬂuxes. Fice was ﬁrst determined using a
numerical solution for gas diffusion and then used to calculate Fair:
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dM
2Fice
dt

(5)

For the numerical solution, it is necessary to determine the bulk gas diffusion coefﬁcient through the ice;
this determination is described in the next section.
2.3.1. Gas Diffusion Coefficient
To estimate the ﬂux of gas into the ice, values for the diffusion coefﬁcient (D) were determined for SF6 and
N2O using a ﬁnite difference solution to the one-dimensional diffusion equation through a porous medium,
@Cice
@ 2 Cice
5D
@t
@z 2

(6)

This approach assumes that the ﬂux of gas can be directly related to the vertical gradient in solute concentration by a single coefﬁcient, D. Here Cice is the bulk concentration of each gas in the ice. Gas was assumed
to move through the ice in the vertical direction (D 5 Dz). Horizontal diffusion (Dx) was not included, as the
capillary structure of sea ice makes Dx  Dz [Golden, 2001]. This approach to modeling the gas transport
does not attempt to explicitly represent the geometry of the sea ice microstructure, which limits the ability
to resolve changes in diffusivity caused by changes in the ice microstructure. However, the resulting bulk
diffusivity parameter, D, is equivalent in from to what has been measured in the ﬁeld [Gosink et al., 1976;
Crabeck et al., 2014] and in the laboratory [Loose et al., 2011], so we consider this formulation to be the
appropriate level of complexity, given the available data.
The boundary conditions at the ice-water interface were determined from the time series of gas concentration in the water. Likewise, the boundary condition at the air-ice interface was estimated from
the measured gas partial pressure in the air above the test basin, which is converted to a gas concentration using the Henry’s law solubility relationship. The initial concentration of gas in the ice was zero
for the long lead (91% ice cover), as the pool was gas free when ice formed. A second model run was
initiated for the short lead (96% ice cover) with the same boundary conditions except the initial gas
concentration in the ice was set to the modeled proﬁle concentration at the end of the long lead
scenario.
The model was solved iteratively using a range of D values and the bulk concentration of gas in the ice
through time was calculated for each D. The D chosen was that whose bulk concentrations had the smallest
residual difference between the modeled and the measured bulk concentrations of N2O and SF6.
The gas tracer ﬂux from the tank to the ice, Fice at time t was calculated by
Fice 5Aice 

N 

Ndz X
Cjt11 2Cjt
dt j51

(7)

Aice is the surface area of the ice, N the number of nodes through the ice in the ﬁnite difference model, dz
the thickness of a single node, and C the concentration of tracer in the ice at time t and node j. Fice has units
of moles per time. Finally, the mean value of D from all four scenarios was used to estimate kice by dividing
D by zice —the thickness of the ice, which can also represent the diffusive length scale.
2.3.2. Gas Transfer Velocity keff
Having determined the moles of gas (M) that were lost to the ice, we can compute a new gas budget for
the test basin that has been corrected for the effect of gas diffusion into the ice. This is the budget we
want to use in order to estimate the gas transfer velocity. To correct Cw(t), we replace Fice(t) back into the
water as
Mw ðtÞ5Mobs ðt Þ1Fice dt

(8)

where Mw and Mobs are the calculated and observed moles of gas in the water. This leads to a corrected
value for Cwcorr (t) in terms of the calculated moles of gas in the test basin (V),
Cwcorr ðtÞ5

M w ðt Þ
V

(9)

Finally, the corrected value of Cw(t) can be used to calculate keff [Loose et al., 2014]:
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keff 5

 corr

h
C 2Ca
ln wi
corr
Cwf
2Ca
dt

(10)

h is the measured water depth in the
pool, dt is the length of the scenario
(days), and Ca is the concentration of
gas in the air. A best ﬁt line through
the measured Cw(t) for each scenario
(period of constant forcing conditions
where the wind speed and water current did not change) was used to esticorr
corr
mate the initial (Cwi
) and ﬁnal (Cwf
)
gas concentrations during each
scenario.
Using the ﬂux-gradient version of
Fick’s law (F52D dc
dz) at the top of the
ice, we estimated the gas transport at
the air-ice interface and found it to be
Figure 8. Modeled concentration proﬁle of bulk N2O concentration in the ice at
zero. In other words, gas appeared to
the end of the experiment (daynumber 30). The two proﬁles reﬂect the upper (air)
boundary condition: dashed line resulted from using N2O 5 0 in the air, and the
diffuse into the ice, but diffusive transsolid line resulted from the measured time series of N2O concentration in air. The
port from the water to the air (through
small difference reﬂects diffusion from the air into the ice.
20 cm of ice) was negligible over a
period of 30 days (Figure 8).
 20:5
All values of keff were normalized to k600 using the Schmidt number relationship keff 5ki 600
.
Sci

3. Results
3.1. Evolution of Ice and Salt Properties During GAPS
The salinity in the test basin increased by nearly 1 psu during each ice formation event (day 0–3, days 16–
21) when large amounts of brine were rejected from the ice during freezing (Figure 2). By dividing the
increase in salinity by the change in ice thickness, it was determined that a 0.1 psu increase in test basin
salinity resulted from every centimeter of ice grown. Smaller variations of hundredths to tenths of a psu
were evident despite near constant ice thickness. These small increases in salinity can result from a small
amount of frazil ice formation on the water surface or an increase in air temperature causing the ice to
warm and the brine to drain out [Petrich and Eicken, 2009]. Small decreases may result from erosion of the
underside of the ice and subsequent melt (days 22–25, days 27.5–29.5). Overall, through most scenarios,
salinity remained fairly constant.
Microphotographs of the ice crystal structure using cross-polarizing light ﬁlters helps to demonstrate that
the ice formed in the test basin had a structure similar to that observed in natural sea ice (Figure 9). Crystals
near the ice/air surface (Figure 9b) are smaller than those near the water/ice boundary due to the initial formation of frazil ice that occurs before the columnar dendritic structure takes over [Petrich and Eicken, 2009].
The thermistor string frozen into the ice revealed a temperature gradient through the ice ranging from 2158C
at the cold air/ice interface to 21.58C at the ice/water interface (Figure 7). The gradient was greatest when a
large air/water temperature difference was present. As expected, the ice is coldest at the surface and warms
toward the ice-water interface. This is most distinct during the period of ice formation preceding the short
lead scenarios (days 16–20). During the short lead scenarios (days 22–30), the air temperature is continually
adjusted around 25 8C to maintain constant ice thickness. Compared to natural sea ice, the ice in these
experiments is quite warm. These conditions are conducive to brine drainage from the ice [Golden et al.,
1998].
We increased the room temperature at times to discourage frazil ice formation over the lead during scenarios with wind. This resulted in the surface temperature of the ice increasing and, when air temperature
warmed (above the freezing temperature on day 26–27), an inverted temperature gradient is evident
through the ice; the very surface is warm (20.88C) and then gets colder (21.88C) near 3 cm below the ice
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Figure 9. Thin section micrography of the laboratory sea ice in the test basin during the GAPS experiment, seen under cross-polarized
light. Individual ice crystals can be distinguished by the change in crystal orientation that leads to a spectral shift in the illumination. (a)
Vertical cross section. (b) Horizontal cross section taken at the top of the core showing small crystals near the warm ice-air interface. (c)
Horizontal cross section taken at the bottom of the core showing the much larger platelets near the ice-water interface.

surface before warming to the water temperature near 21.58C. Under conditions such as these, the ice can
become more permeable with respect to gas diffusion [Golden, 2001].
3.2. Carbonate System in the Test Basin
Given the large excess pCO2, it was reasoned that a DIC budget for the tank might also be possible, if the
water in the test basin had low or no alkalinity allowing any change in DIC to be due to changes in the large
excess of pCO2. Unfortunately, the water in the test basin turned out to be of very high alkalinity (3.8–
3.9 mM) compared to that of normal seawater (2.2 mM). Further analyses determined that the roughly 2%
of impurities by volume in the 98% NaCl could have been pure phosphate (5.7 mM in the test basin),
hydroxide (32 mM in the test basin), bicarbonate (8.9 mM in the test basin), or a combination of these and
other alkaline compounds. Our inability to constrain the carbonate system in the test basin preempted us
from treating dissolved CO2 as a conservative tracer and observe how it compared with the other gas
budget calculations.
3.3. Evolution of Gas Properties During GAPS
The concentration of SF6, N2O, and 3He decreased monotonically over time in the test basin reﬂecting gas
evasion (Figure 4). The rate of decrease varied depending on the physical forcing conditions that led to turbulence in the basin. When analyzing the 4He and Ne samples (Figure 6), we observed an excess above saturation in 4He and Ne: 4He concentrations initially were in excess of saturation by 16% but declined to 5%
excess by the end of the experiment. In contrast, Ne was initially supersaturated by 2%, and this Ne excess
increased to nearly 5% by the end of the lead experiments.

4. Discussion
4.1. Rate of Bulk Diffusion Through the Laboratory Sea Ice
The time series of bulk gas concentration in the sampled ice cores most closely resembled the modeled gas
concentration, when D was of the order of 1026 cm2 s21 (Figure 10). The average value of D from the lead
experiments was 5.5 6 1.4 3 1026 for SF6 and 2.7 6 0.3 3 1026 cm2 s21 for N2O (Table 2). The ratio of these
two diffusivities does not follow the Graham’s law relationship, which predicts faster diffusivity for gases
with lower molecular weight. A similar result was observed by Loose et al. [2011] who measured diffusion of
O2 and SF6, also in laboratory experiments, and found that the diffusion coefﬁcient of SF6 (the heavier gas)
was greater than that for O2. Loose et al. argue that solubility can be more important than gas kinetics in
determining the gas diffusion through sea ice. Their model analysis of the laboratory data showed that
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Figure 10. Model results for the diffusion coefﬁcient (D) of N2O and SF6 into the ice for both (a, b) long lead and (c, d) short lead experiments. Red dots show the measured bulk concentration of the tracer in the ice. The smallest residual of error between the measured and
modeled concentrations for both N2O and SF6 resulted from D values on the order of 1026 cm2 s21 (black line). Blue and magenta lines
represent the bulk gas concentration in the ice when for D 5 1025 and 1027 cm2 s21, respectively. Inﬂections in the concentration are a
result of changes in the ice-water boundary condition as tracer concentration in the water changed between scenarios.

sparingly soluble gases preferentially accumulated in gas-ﬁlled pores of sea ice and this can enhance the
bulk gas diffusion, depending on the amount of gas-ﬁlled pore space. This solubility-driven behavior may
be a direct consequence of bubble nucleation and buoyant vertical migration through sea ice brines, which
have been observed in both ﬁeld [Zhou et al., 2013] and model studies [Moreau et al., 2014]. It should also
be noted that Loose et al. [2011] estimated much higher diffusion coefﬁcients than those determined in this
study. Comparing the magnitude of DO2 based on Graham’s law and the estimate of DSF6 in this study, our
value is 3 times smaller. The direct comparison of DSF6 estimated here (5.5 3 1026) and by Loose et al.
[2011] (1.3 3 1024) differ by a factor of 23. These large differences may be a reﬂection of different experimental conﬁguration or scale, which in turn lead to a difference in ice type. Loose et al. used a small tank,
with a surface area of 0.19 m2 (compared to the test basin surface area of 324 m2), and this small tank was
frozen over the entire surface. The salinity of the ice in Loose et al. [2011] was low, compared to the underlying saltwater, and this is likely an indication of more brine drainage and more gas-ﬁlled pore space. Consequently, these large differences in gas diffusivity might be interpreted as an experimental bias that leads to
higher bubble content in the ice. Some authors have hypothesized that bubbles, trapped within sea ice
brine channels can migrate vertically as a result of buoyancy [Moreau et al., 2014], and Zhou et al. [2013]
inferred that bubble migration may take place when the total porosity enters the range 0.075–0.1 The
experiments by Loose et al. [2011] showed total porosity of 0.079 on average. However, that porosity is in
fact lower than the porosity of 0.11 that is estimated for this experiment (see section 4.2). We have no easy
explanation for this, except to propose that the gas-ﬁlled porosity may have been greater in the study by
Loose et al. [2011].
€hne et al.,
The rate of molecular gas diffusion in water is in the range of 1025 cm2 s21 [Himmelblau, 1964; Ja
1987] and gas diffusion through freshwater ice is of the order of 1027 cm2 s21 [Ahn et al., 2008]. The sea ice
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diffusivity measured in this experiment (e.g.,
1026 cm2 s21) falls in between those two
extremes, indicating that the porous nature
Scenario
DN2O
DSF6
of sea ice permits gas diffusion at a higher
26
26
0.09 open water
2.9 3 10
4.5 3 10
rate than in freshwater ice, but that the brine
(long lead experiment)
0.04 open water
2.4 3 1026
6.5 3 1026
channel tortuosity and connectivity effec(Short lead experiment)
tively restrict this rate to below what would
26
26
Average
2.65 3 10
5.50 3 10
be expected for a purely molecular process.
Standard deviation
3.54 3 1027
1.41 3 1026
Figure 8 depicts a vertical proﬁle of the moda
N2O and SF6 values were determined using a ﬁnite difference
eled N2O concentration in the ice on Daymodel ﬁt to measured bulk gas concentrations in the ice. All values of
D are cm2 s21.
number 30. Very little gas has diffused into
the ice. These results, and the measured bulk
ice concentration of 2 3 1023 mol m23 N2O
28
23
and 4 3 10 mol m SF6 demonstrate that Fice accounted for less than 2% of the total amount of tracer
lost from the test basin through the experiment. The measured bulk concentration is comparable to a vertical average of the proﬁle depicted in Figure 8. Thus, the amount of tracer incorporated into the ice was very
small and no gas appeared to diffuse across the entire ice column and into the air. N2O, unlike SF6, has natural sources—possibly even within sea ice [Rysgaard and Glud, 2004], however, we have overwhelmed any
natural production by large addition of N2O to the system. At these concentrations, the ratio of gas to water
partitioning or N2O concentration in the brine is not relatable to studies of naturally occurring N2O in sea
ice [e.g., Randall et al., 2012].
Table 2. Diffusion Coefﬁcients, D, of the Gases Moving Through the
Icea

When the values of D are divided by the ice thickness (8.5 cm in the long lead experiment and 19 cm in
short lead experiment), and corrected for a Schmidt number of 600, we obtain average values for kice of
8.92 3 1024 and 4.93 3 1024 m d21, respectively (Table 1). In comparison to the net air-sea gas exchange
rate (keff), the median value of kice is 0.6% of the median keff. Hence, kice represents less than 1% of the total
air-sea gas transfer rate. It is also worth noting that the ice in these experiments was warm, compared to
what would be observed in the ﬁeld for much of the year (Figure 7), with ice surface temperatures above
258C for much of the experiment.
The concentration of 3He was not measured in the ice as we lacked the analytical capability to isolate 3He
from the ice so D3He was approximated by taking the average of DSF6 and DN2O estimates from the long and
short lead experiments. The average
was used because neither these results
nor those of Loose et al. [2011] support
a difference in bulk diffusivity that is
dependent on molecular mass. After
this correction is made to the 3He
measurements, Figure 11 shows that
the keff values of 3He are in line with
those of N2O and SF6. If keff values
from 3He were much larger than for
the other gases, we might suspect that
D3He is being underestimated, but this
is not borne out in the results.

Figure 11. keff values for each forcing event, in order of scenario number. Error
bars are the standard error of keff between the gases for each scenario. The red
line separates 91% ice cover (to the left) from 96% ice cover (to the right).
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inert gases in excess presents an opportunity to further explore gas systematics in the presence of sea ice.
Before beginning that exploration, we attempt to clarify the terminology that will be used here: evasion
refers to the transfer of gas from water to the air across the air-sea interface [Peng et al., 1979]. The aqueous
solubility refers to the amount of gas that the water can hold at equilibrium with the air [Weiss, 1971], and
the diffusivity (Daq) refers to the rate of molecular diffusion of the gas in water [Asher and Wanninkhof,
1998]. Solute rejection during ice growth describes the empirical observation that both gases and salts
accumulate in the liquid phase during ice formation [Killawee et al., 1998; Tison et al., 2002; Loose et al.,
2009]. There is some debate whether this results from brine diffusion, brine expulsion, or from gravity drainage [Cox and Weeks, 1983; Notz and Worster, 2009]. Here we use the term solute rejection to emphasize gas
accumulation in the water during ice growth. We use the term brine drainage to refer to ﬂushing or gravity
drainage that takes place after ice growth has stopped. Constant ice thickness is an important factor in
these experiments as described in sections 2 and 3. Finally, we use the term ‘‘gas solubility in ice’’ to refer to
the incorporation of gas molecules into the ice crystal structure [Namiot and Bukhgalter, 1965], similar to
the clathrate structures that are observed at higher pressures.
Figure 6 shows the concentrations of 4He and Ne over time in the test basin. At the beginning of the experiment, the concentration of 4He exhibited 16% excess saturation and Ne exhibited 2% excess, indicating a
strong thermodynamic tendency for 4He to evade the water to the atmosphere. This evasion is reﬂected by
the steady decreases in 4He throughout the experiment (Figure 6). Ne, on the other hand, was only slightly
supersaturated at the beginning of the lead experiments, meaning the tendency toward air-sea exchange
was very weak. Contrary to the steady decreases in 4He, the concentration of Ne initially increases during
the long lead experiment and then decreases slightly or remains ﬂat for the remainder of the short lead
experiment. This distinct behavior between Ne and 4He can be explained by the distinct aqueous solubilities and aqueous diffusivities of these two gases.
Because 4He and Ne were already present in the test basin before freezing they were incorporated into the
ice, just as salt would have been. As this brine drains into the tank, it will transport a certain quantity of Ne
(and 4He) back into the tank, explaining the gradual increase in Ne concentration. In the following discussion, we will ﬁrst describe how brine drainage affects Ne and He, and then discuss how ice formation affects
He and Ne differently, and ﬁnally we will describe how gas exchange affected He (and Ne to a lesser
degree). We can use the change in salinity in the tank below the ice to infer the partitioning of salt (and
gases) between the water and the ice. This can be used to estimate solute rejection during ice growth, brine
drainage when ice thickness is stable, and ice melt. We can only estimate one term at a time, so we have to
assume that one term is dominating the net change in the salinity of the test basin. As described above, we
can separate solute rejection and brine drainage, based upon whether ice thickness is growing or is stable.
The time frame of melting is less clear, but we can use the air and ice temperature as diagnostics for when
melt can occur (Figure 7).
The progressive increase of Ne in the tank water during the short and long lead experiments when ice thickness was constant indicates that Ne is building up in the test basin through brine drainage. To constrain
brine drainage, we use the salt balance in the test basin. Using the equations of Cox and Weeks [1983], and
average values for ice temperature (228C), and bulk ice salinity (Si) of 6.5 psu, we estimate that the ice
porosity (/) is 0.11, and the brine salinity (Sbr) is 59 psu, where Sbr 5 Si//. Using Sbr, and the observed
change in salinity in the tank (Figure 2), we estimate that about 1.55 m3 of brine drained from the ice
between day 0 and day 15. If we make the assumption that Ne, 4He, and salt are incorporated into the brine
equivalently (i.e., Sbr/Sw 5 [Cbr]/[Cw] [Loose et al., 2009]), brine drainage can account for approximately 66%
of the increase in the Ne concentration that was observed from day 0 to day 15. [Cbr] and [Cw] are the concentrations in the brine and in the water, respectively. Tighter constraint on gas transport with brine drainage is difﬁcult to achieve; there are very few measurements of any gas in sea ice brines as it is a difﬁcult
measurement to make, but the salt budget demonstrates that brine drainage is of the right magnitude to
explain the accumulation of Ne in the test basin.
4.2.1. Inclusion of 3He, 4He Not Ne in the Ice Crystal Lattice
The increase in Ne concentration from days 15 to 23, during a period of active ice growth (Figure 6) can be
attributed to solute rejection of Ne during ice formation. During this transition period from the long lead to
the short lead, an additional 10 cm of ice was grown over the entire tank surface (foam insulation was
installed to mitigate freezing over the surface of the short lead.) During the freezing event for the short
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lead, the salinity in the tank increased by 0.96 psu. By mass, this indicates that 78% of the salt was rejected
from the ice during freezing, consistent with predictions [Cox and Weeks, 1983] (section S2 of the supporting information contains a complete derivation of this calculation). Concurrently, Ne concentration in the
test basin increased from 8.90 to 8.95 lmol m23 (days 15–22, Figure 6). The increase in concentration indicates that Ne was excluded from the ice crystal lattice. Whether Ne is preferentially excluded or included in
ice has been a topic of debate [Hood et al., 1998]. By analogy with aqueous solubility, the process is referred
to as gas solubility in ice, and is deﬁned as K5Cice =Cw , where Cice is the equilibrium gas concentration in the
ice and Cw is the equilibrium concentration in water [Killawee et al., 1998]. The two available literature values
are KNe 51:4 and KNe 50:9, with the ﬁrst value indicating that Ne is preferentially incorporated into the ice
[Hood et al., 1998, and references therein]. We can infer Cice from the increase in Ne concentration within
the test basin and the water concentration before the additional 10 cm of ice were formed. This calculation
results in Cice =Cwater 57:5331026 =9:0831026 or KNe 50:85: These data support the latter value of KNe 50:9.
We can neglect loss of Ne to air-water gas exchange because the entire tank surface is covered by ice or by
insulating foam.
The 10 cm of ice formation before the short lead experiment had the opposite effect on both the 3He and
4
He concentrations; their concentrations were both lower after freezing, indicating they were preferentially
included in the ice crystal lattice. If we estimate KHe in the same manner as described above for KNe , the 4He
concentrations indicate that KHe 51:5, which is not far from the literature estimate for KHe 5 1.9 [Hood et al.,
1998]. The same calculation for 3He yields KHe 54:3, which is more difﬁcult to explain. This could be an isotopic effect, which has been observed during air-sea gas exchange—another solubility-controlled process
[Tempest and Emerson, 2013]. In that study, the authors observed that the ratio of heavy:light isotopes dissolved in water, divided by the ratio in the gas phase was 0.996 for Ar and 0.993 for Ne. If we compute the
same heavy:light ratio in ice divided by the heavy:light ratio in water, we get an ice:water fractionation ratio
of 0.48, implying much stronger kinetic fractionation. However, the air-water gradient in 3He was orders of
magnitude greater than for 4He, indicating that any air-sea exchange pathway would have affected 3He
much more than 4He or Ne. Collectively, these results do conﬁrm previous research indicating there is a critical size threshold beyond which a molecule does not ﬁt within the 1-H structure of ice formed at atmospheric pressure [Namiot and Bukhgalter, 1965]. He is smaller than the threshold and is consequently favored
for incorporation in the ice; Ne is slightly too large and not favored for incorporation.
4.3. Gas Budget Corrections for Melting and Brine Drainage
As described in section4.2.1, there are important differences in the molecular properties of gases that affect
their partitioning in sea ice covered waters. These differences, including differences in aqueous solubility
and aqueous diffusivity, can also explain how 4He decreased continually throughout the lead experiments
while Ne ﬁrst increased and then remained relatively stable. To reiterate, 4He exceeded saturation by 16%
at the onset of the experiment, and decreased to 5% excess saturation by the end of the experiment. Ne
was less than 2% excess saturated, and increased to 4% by the end of the experiment. Consequently, the
air-sea concentration gradients favored 4He gas exchange more than Ne. This, and the twofold greater
aqueous diffusivity between He (4.2 3 1026 cm2 s21) and Ne (2.4 3 1026 cm2 s21), leads to a larger helium
gas ﬂux. Both gases would also have been transported from the ice to the tank by brine drainage, but airsea exchange of 4He was greater, producing a net loss that masked the brine drainage effect. By the end of
the experiment, after day 20, Ne can be observed to decrease, and this is likely due to gas exchange and ice
melt as Ne was in greater excess and the air temperature was warm during this period and the salinity in
the tank decreased (Figure 2).
Having observed how Ne and 4He were affected by brine drainage and ice melt processes, a salt balance
correction was applied to N2O, SF6, and 3He before computing the gas transfer velocity. For N2O and SF6,
the bulk ice concentrations were used to correct for brine drainage and ice melt. The bulk concentration in
the ice for 3He was calculated using the bulk diffusivity, calculated in section 4.1. These corrections had minimal effect on the gas transfer velocity, as the total gas transport by brine drainage was small compared to
air-sea exchange.
Overall, the effect of gas diffusion into the ice and brine drainage from the ice impacted the gas budgets in
the tank by less than 2–3%. The largest effect on gas budgets (aside from air-sea gas exchange) is solute
rejection during freezing. In this experiment, 19 cm was formed above a tank with an effective depth of
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2.2 m (Vol/surface area), which could lead to 6% increase in the gas concentration. However, the need to
correct for this effect was avoided by adding the gas to the water after ice formation.
4.4. The Physical Processes Affecting the Gas Transfer Velocity, keff
As stated in section 1, the principal objective of the GAPS experiment was to observe the rate of air-sea gas
exchange under a range of plausible forcing conditions in the ice zone. Here we brieﬂy describe the overall
tendencies observed in keff during the lead experiments. However, we leave the bulk of this interpretation
to a forthcoming manuscript that will examine and validate the forcing conditions throughout the experiment and relate those to the observed magnitudes of k.
We observed measurable increases in the gas ﬂux and in keff when the water current speed and/or the wind
tunnel speed increased. As expected, keff was also greater, when ice cover was reduced (Figure 11 and Table
1). Research in the past has shown that keff increases with wind speed and the amount of open water, but
here it is apparent that velocity shear, produced by the velocity differential between ice and water, plays an
important role in ice-covered areas as well. These water currents can lead to surface turbulence and surface
renewal of gases [Loose et al., 2009].
There are some interesting details and a few inconsistencies between successive forcing events that merit
further discussion. For example, during two forcing events with low current speed: Scenario 4: 5 Hz pump
and 20 Hz fan and Scenario 6: 5 Hz pumps and 60 Hz fan, we observed very low gas transfer velocity:
keff 5 0.03 and 0.00 m/d, respectively. In comparison, when the pumps are circulating at or above 20 Hz,
there is a signiﬁcant increase in gas exchange (see e.g., Figure 11 and Table 1). These results seem to indicate that wind alone (in the range of U10 from 0 to 7 m/s) over restricted fetch has minimal impact on gas
ﬂux. However, there may be another important explanation for low keff at the higher wind speed: gas
exchange in the lead will tend to deplete the surface water, leading to a diminished air-water concentration
gradient. If this water is not replaced by adjacent gas-rich water, the air-water concentration differential will
be reduced and the estimate of k will decline. This may have been the case in Scenarios 4 and 6 where the
water velocity was very low (<2 cm/s). In another scenario (Scenario 3), high wind and greater fetch yielded
stronger water current speeds (see water velocity in Table 1). This current can replenish the water in the
lead and permit a higher rate of gas exchange—a result that is borne out in the higher value of k for Scenario 3 (keff 5 0.33 m d21). In this way, it is clear that the combination of wind and currents in the sea ice
zone may be more critical than in any other physical system that has been studied to this point. As Zappa
et al. [2007] have pointed out, the addition of wind to an ambient water current eventually saturates the turbulent kinetic energy production, and additional current has almost negligible impact on the rate of gas
exchange. That same saturation may not occur as quickly in the sea ice zone, as the divergence between
ice and water is necessary to replenish openings with new gas-rich water. In the real sea ice zone, wind and
currents almost always lead to ice-water divergence, so this process is almost implicit. It therefore may be
an artifact of this experiment that the ice—adhered to the walls—does not move when the wind blows,
leading to low rates of water replenishment at low current speeds.
This mechanism can be extended to show how the transfer velocity increases dramatically when both the
pumps and the fan are operating on high (Scenario 7 and Figure 11 and Table 1). Under these conditions,
we observed the highest rate of keff, indicating that the combination of wind and water currents may be
additive in their effect on gas exchange.
4.5. Uncertainty in Estimates of keff
Having corrected the dissolved gas budgets for both brine drainage and ice melt, as described in section4.3,
and for Fice, as detailed in section2.3, and having accounted for Schmidt number effects, it is apparent that
some disagreement still exists between the estimates of keff between the conserved gases (SF6, N2O, and
3
He). These differences reﬂect uncertainty in the analytical methods for each gas, including uncertainty in
the calibration, and anomalous effects such as small changes in ice melt or formation that are difﬁcult to
quantify. To formally establish the level of uncertainty in the estimates of keff, we propagated the analytical
and model uncertainty through equations (1–10), which are used to calculate individual values of keff for
each gas. It was only possible to carry out this analysis for N2O and SF6 as these were the two gases measured in the ice. We have assumed that the uncertainty for 3He, 4He, and Ne will be less as they have a
smaller analytical uncertainty. The method for this error analysis is described in the supporting information.
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Based on this analysis, the uncertainty in
keff for N2O and SF6 was of similar range,
varying between 18 and 53%, with the
exception of Scenario 4 for which the
Empirical Uncertainty
SF6
N2O
uncertainty in keff from N2O was 173%
Uncertainty (%)
Between Gases (%)
Uncertainty (%)
Scenario
and SF6 was 102% (Table 3). As a second
1
40.6
34.1
10.5
method of comparison, we can calculate
2
52.5
35.5
21.3
the variability in the estimates of keff
3
36.6
34.7
2.54
4
171.9
102.3
235
from SF6, N2O, and 3He—once corrected
5
19.0
17.8
54.2
for the Schmidt number effects, these
6
36.5
20.3
168
7
22.7
20.5
75.4
estimates of keff should be identical. The
Avg
38.6
34.1
81.0
variability between keff from individual
gases ranged between 10.5 and 235%
where Scenario 4 again showed the
greatest variability (Table 3). On average, the empirical variability between gases was greater than the values from the uncertainty analysis from supporting information. This may indicate that there are other sources of variability not accounted for in our uncertainty analysis. Possible other sources of variability include
sporadic frazil ice formation and melt. Frazil ice formation complicates air-sea exchange by several mechanisms and was a recurring process during Scenarios 4 and 6 (Table 1), as the water current was low at these
times and the wind blew cold air across the water surface causing it to quickly freeze. Melt occurred during
Scenarios 5 and 7 as the air temperature was increased to reduce the formation of frazil ice.
Table 3. Percent Error of the keff Values for Each Tracer Gas During Each Scenario Calculated Using the Rules of Error Propagation and Found Empirically
as the Standard Error Between the keff Calculated for Each Tracer During Each
Scenario

Another factor that may have resulted in some error is the circulation pattern of the test basin at CRREL. At
one end of the test basin, there are multiple pipes that connect to a 61.6 m3 fully enclosed tank. No water
was pumped between the tanks, but a pressure gradient resulting from the pressure of the water current
pumps as well as diffusion likely resulted in some exchange and dilution of the tracers in the test basin. A
pressure differential would only form during a major change in the water currents of the main tank and
would quickly equilibrate. Therefore, this likely did not result in a great deal of transfer between the tanks.
N2O and SF6 were in the tank for a month before 3He was added allowing their concentrations more time
to equilibrate between the test basin and the additional tank. Thus, their concentrations are likely higher in
the enclosed tank and the 3He data would be more affected by dilution from this tank than the other two
gases.
Given that the standard error between gases exceeded the error from the uncertainty analysis, we opted to
use the standard error to establish the level of signiﬁcance of our estimates of keff during each of the scenarios with unique gas exchange forcing conditions. The error bars in Figure 11 reﬂect this signiﬁcance level,
and it is apparent that despite large uncertainties associated with some of the values of keff, the GAPS
experiment was able to resolve statistically signiﬁcant differences in the gas transfer velocity.

5. Summary
In these experiments, we have determined a mean rate of N2O diffusivity in saltwater ice of 2.65 3 1026
cm2 s21 and a mean rate of SF6 diffusivity of 5.50 3 1026 cm2 s21 indicating that the lower solubility gas
(SF6) experienced faster diffusion, possibly as a result of gas-liquid partitioning in the porous microstructure.
The total diffusive gas ﬂux into the ice was less than 2% of total water column gas losses. Much of this gas
remained stored in the ice microstructure itself. A similar result has been reported by an earlier laboratory
experiment [Loose et al., 2011], although here we report values of kice that are signiﬁcantly smaller than the
previous ones. However, both studies indicate that ventilation of the water column via diffusion through
ﬁrst year ice is a slow process.
The unexpected excess saturation of 4He and Ne yielded further opportunity to study the processes affecting gas budgets in the sea ice zone. The behavior of both gases was predictable, based upon our understanding of gas processes in the ice zone; 4He tended to evade the tank in a fashion similar to SF6, N2O, and
3
He. However, Ne was not excessively saturated in the test basin and consequently, its concentration
increased through the process of brine drainage with minimal offset by air-sea gas exchange. As a rough
scaling to the real sea ice zone, we estimate that approximately 8% of the tank volume became sea ice. This
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is equivalent to an ice layer of 2.4 m above a 30 m water column. Under these circumstances, brine drainage and gas diffusion into the ice altered the gas budget by 2–3%, and these processes tended to largely
offset each other.
This leaves interfacial air-sea exchange through partial ice cover as the main air-sea transport mechanism.
The GAPS experiment found that, in the presence of sea ice, the magnitude of keff is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced
not only by the fraction of open water but also by wind speed and water current speed. An escalation of
any of these factors results in a signiﬁcant increase in the rate of gas exchange.
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